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A Guide to 
Designing Great Kids Spaces 
For more and more of us, the desire to spend quality time 
with our kids at home has seen a new trend in home design. 

No longer do we want to keep the kids away playing in their 
bedrooms out of sight and mind, but rather create dedicated 
zones in the house which allow us to co-exist without driving 
each other mad.

For the younger offspring, playrooms are invaluable to 
avoid playdoh underfoot or boxes of toys piled high in 
the middle of your living room.

For the older brood, a games room can be a life saver, 
providing much needed distance from unbearable 
gaming sounds, or providing space for your kid’s band 
to practise for their latest gig. Not to mention the 
hours of post-dinner party fun for parents who sneak 
off for a few rounds of table tennis or snooker.

Some parents are even investing in a separate  
annex or self contained flat for their teenage children, 
which gives them a taste of independence before 
heading off to university and offers a great return on 
investment in the future if rented out when they  
leave home.

But the challenge for many of us is how to ‘kidify’  
our homes without compromise to the design of  
our house? 

Too often, parents rush off to Ikea and return  
armed with excessive amounts of brightly coloured 
plastic furniture, clashing odd-shaped rugs and a 
plethora of unsightly storage boxes piled high in the 
corner of their designer living room. Or install an extra 
TV screen in a corner of the house without realising  
that sound carries! 

With clever space planning and a bit of design  
know-how you don’t have to create a ‘theme park’  
to keep the kids happy.

Here are my top tips for the ultimate kids zones.

Viki Lander,
Creative Director
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Creating space out of nowhere 

Go underground! 
Basements make great kids spaces and if cleverly 
designed don’t always have to result in vitamin A 
deficient zombies. 

The key is to dig as deep as you can to create a strong 
sense of space and a better quality of light. If you don’t 
have the space then go under the garden which is 
less structurally demanding and enables roof lights to 
bring in lots of light. 

The larger you go, the more use and return on your 
investment you’ll get out of an underground space – 
why not create a nanny flat next to the playroom or 
games room.

Look up
Mezzanine platforms - if you have the ceiling height, 
you can create interesting spaces for every age group.

At sleepover age the mezzanine can be transformed 
into a great dormitory with space for lots of mattresses.

And for the youngest ones, feed their imagination and 
create a fantasy world with bespoke design features, 
from indoor treehouses to castles.

Bring the outdoors in
You don’t have to have acres of garden or even an 
outside space to keep the kids active indoors. 

• Fix playground fittings into your games/play
 room, for example swings can be attached into 
 the  ceiling; slides can be built off mezzanine  
 platforms and ropes and wall bars can be fitted 
 to walls. 

• Climbing footholds can be put on just   
 about anything that’s load bearing of a child 
 or adult allowing your young Bear Grylls to   
 shimmy sideways across walls or clamber vertically  
 up to their cool mezzanine dug out. 

Cool furniture

Don’t settle for cheap and nasty furniture. It may be 
easy to wipe clean but it’s got no soul. Invest in pieces 
that are interesting, stimulating and in some cases can 
be kept in the family for generations. 

• Many designers are now making super cool kids  
 furniture which is high quality and looks beautiful  
 in the room

• Unleash your imagination and have bespoke  
 furniture made to your exact design specification  
 from tree houses and desks to beds and book  
 cases. And you don’t have to re-mortgage to go  
 bespoke - with a bit of imagination  and creative  
 flare you can create  just about anything with some  
 MDF and a pot of paint!

• If you’re clever you can use adult furniture that  
 will  last well into teenage-hood and beyond, but  
 balance this with decorative accessories, fabrics  
 and wall coverings that appeal to kids and create  
 a bit of fun. 
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Lighting

For a full fantasy experience, be adventurous with your 
lighting. There are some truly amazing light fittings 
on the market that can add the finishing touches to 
any themed play area or kids zone. Here are just a few 
examples:

• Woodpeckers sitting on a branch in an indoor  
 treehouse. 

• Balloon ceiling lights that look like balloons that  
 have floated up to the top of the ceiling.

• Do it yourself by applying interesting shapes  
 to the ceiling, for example clouds and illuminate  
 with LED lights behind them. 

Wall art

Inventive use of wall art can transform a space or an 
entire house. There’s a huge range on offer but you 
don’t have to commission William Blake to get  
the look. 

• Hand painted murals are great for the luxury end  
 of the market - these can recreate scenes from  
 your favourite children’s book or re-create a   
 fantasy land. Choose classics like Paddington Bear  
 and Winnie the Poo or your child’s favourite pop  
 star, sports person, animated character; or perhaps  
 even a favourite film scene or place – imaginary 
 or real.

• Wall decals and wallpaper murals are a lower cost  
 alternative. Why not ditch the pull out posters and  
 keep those footie fans happy with a blown up  
 photo as a wall mural or an official wallpaper mural  
 of their favourite football team.
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Clever storage enables  
cool spaces

To keep any space looking beautiful and uncluttered, 
storage is key. With clever design and use of space, 
even the smallest areas can be kept clutter free.

• Put storage high on the agenda right at the  
 beginning of the design process.

• Built in joinery looks great and can hide away a  
 multitude of sins.

• If the room is small then use nooks and crannies  
 or under-stairs to create storage space or integrate  
 furniture that doubles as storage. 

• Throw away the plastic boxes and instead use  
 trunks, suitcases and baskets. 

• Beds can provide great extra storage options,  
 as well as fun for the kids - from under-bed storage  
 to trundle beds and triple bunks for the ultimate  
 sleepovers. 

Family life without walls

Today parents desire more engagement and close 
contact with kids of all ages. It’s not about watching 
them in a big brother sort of way but rather finding a 
way to spend time in close proximity while we choose 
to do different things. 

Creating really cool spaces that work for adults and 
kids simultaneously is driving the need for living 
spaces to be open but still provide privacy when 
needed.

Here are a few top tips on creating ‘broken-plan living’ 
which is a term coined for creating separate zones 
without walls…
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• Install glass sliding doors between an office and  
 kitchen or living space; this offers the best of both  
 worlds for parents to be open and accessible to  
 the kids when they want, whilst providing peace  
 and quiet for those important business calls when  
 necessary. 

• An aquarium is a super cool feature that helps 
 to separate areas within one open plan space.  
 It looks beautiful and keeps the kids entranced  
 for hours with what’s actually a genius home  
 chemistry set and an education about what can be  
 highly complex ecosystems. 

• Low level sofas and shelving units do a great job of  
 marking out a different zone whilst keeping a sense  
 of open space

• Floor to ceiling fixed glass panels give the visual  
 impression of a much bigger space and provide  
 separation when needed, without having to  
 take your eye off your fearless youngster. For  
 example, combine a gym and playroom with  
 a glass wall between so you can pump iron   
 without the risk of a dumbbell on the foot of your  
 inquisitive five year old. 

Functional use of materials

When designing a kid-friendly space, whether inside 
or out, choose your materials carefully. Noise can 
be minimised, drinks stains kept at bay and visits to 
the A&E with a fractured jaw eliminated with a bit of 
forward thinking.

• Cork is a great acoustic insulator – use it on floors  
 and cladd walls with it to prevent noise carrying  
 in musical households, particularly for enthusiastic  
 drummers! 

• Carpet is great on stairs where little people are  
 prone to taking a tumble.

• Consider timber and cork rather than stone
  in living spaces as it is far more forgiving with  
 rough and tumbles.

• Lino is great for playrooms. There are some super  
 cool lino floor products in the market, from simple  
 vibrant colours to elaborate patterns and shapes.  
 You can even design wet and dry areas in a single  
 room by cutting out a section of carpet and  
 integrating lino for the messier activities, keeping  
 the softer areas for relaxation and watching TV.
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AV

Smart technology and AV are also high on the agenda

• Install an easy-to-fit sound system like Sonos in the  
 kids areas which is discreet but offers great   
 sound quality.

• Big TV screens and gaming equipment are an  
 obvious must for today’s kids and teenagers, but  
 don’t need to be on show in the middle of the  
 house. Why not create a dedicated cinema room  
 which you can enjoy too.

• Most importantly SAFETY: hidden cabling and  
 hardware is essential for those with young children.  
 Gone are the days where toddlers post keys in the  
 VHS player! Centralise your AV hardware in a  
 lockable cupboard somewhere in the house and  
 then channel all your cables back to it. 

Outdoors

Many of us, particularly those in cities or built up areas 
love to be able to bring a bit of greenery into the 
house as well as encourage our kids to go outside. 
Access to the garden is key:

• Design easy access into the garden from the  
 ground floor or lower ground living space and  
 bring the outside in through beautiful glass  
 sliding or bi-fold doors. Frameless glass doors are  
 now available and can create a seamless flow  
 between house and garden.

• In-ground trampolines are fantastic fun for kids 
 and adults and don’t spoil the view. Basketball  
 hoops are another easy-to-install winner   
 with kids.

• Artificial grass – say goodbye to mud and lawn  
 mowers and consider synthetic grass which  
 eliminates the need for cutting, is pet friendly and  
 looks great 365 days a year.

• Treehouses and multi-story playhouses provide  
 endless entertainment; there’s a raft of cool designs  
 to choose from or find yourself a good chippie and  
 design one yourself!
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